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It's REMMIE season! We're
delighted to have partnered on
several projects this year that
won REMMIE Awards--the
prestigious design awards from
San Francisco's NARI, the
remodeling industry's trade
organization.
Coincidentally, we worked with
the same contractors two years ago on REMMIE awardwinning projects.

Our Best,
Dan Pitcoc k

HDR Remodeling: 2019 REMMIE
Award, Residential Bathroom
Roberts Electric worked closely with the client and our
longtime collaborator, HDR Remodeling, on this Berkeley

bathroom makeover that won the 2019 REMMIE Award. By
reconfiguring the downstairs space, we created a
handsome, inviting bathroom. Soft LED lights highlight bluegreen tiles—the color palette that is repeated throughout the
home. This was part of a larger project that included a
downstairs bedroom.
RECO partnered with HDR on an extensive remodel of the
upstairs of this home in 2015 that included another bathroom
and the kitchen. The owner loved a specially designed
seating area with cushions, sleek new countertops and
cabinets.

McCutcheon Construction: 2019
REMMIE Award, Universal Design
Bathroom and an Elevator!
Roberts Electric collaborated with McCutcheon
Construction and Robineve Interiors on this universal design
bathroom makeover in Piedmont, a 2019 REMMIE award
winner in the Residential Bathroom in the $50,00-75,000
category. Soft light colors and recessed lighting helped

transform a spacious, but dark and dated bathroom, into
a sunny sanctuary.

As part of this same remodel, RECO collaborated on the
installation of an elevator that serves three floors. The
project won a 2019 REMMIE Award for Residential Interior
Element Over $30,000. The work required extensive
electrical work, including replacing the home’s antiquated
electrical panel and installing new circuitry.

RECO in the Commercial Sector

Papenhausen Hardware to reopen soon
West Portal's historic, award-winning Papenhausen
Hardware was badly damaged in a fire. Owners of this
legacy business, Matt and Valerie Rogers, opened a
temporary store that allowed them to keep their employees

working and continue serving their loyal customers. Working
closely with W.A. Rose Construction, RECO did a complete
rewire for lighting and power, data/com and
speakers. Happily, Papenhausen will reopen very soon this
summer.

Say hello to a new concept Tad's Steakhouse
This national chain has been serving hearty meals at
bargain prices since the '50s. Look for a completely new
restaurant/concept of Tad's Steakhouse in a new location
near the Westlake Centre at 144 Ellis Street.

Berkeley's Fourth St. welcomes MAC
The skincare/beauty business on Berkeley's Fourth Street
continues to flourish. RECO was the electrical contractor on
a complete interior store remodel for MAC, updating the
existing lighting to create a bright, inviting space.

A facelift for San Carlos' Fairfield Suites
RECO has worked on many projects in Silicon Valley. Our
latest: An upgrade to the rooms and lobby of the Fairfield Suites.

RECO in the Community: Skyline
Ranch Equestrian
Center's Community Day

Roberts Electric was proud to help sponsor Skyline
Ranch Equestrian Center's annual spring Community Day.
Judi Martin's program helps introduce kids to horses. The
response from the kids may have been tentative at first, but

ultimately won a big thumbs up!

About Roberts Electric
Family-owned for more than 80
years, we're proud to have played a
role in Oakland's historic
development and excited to be part
of the Oakland's energy and

growth. We’re solving
problems and finding new and
better ways to work with our
partners, our clients and our City.
Contact RECO about your next electrical project:
510.834.6161
And one final thing: Congratulations-you've made it to the end of our
newsletter! Send us your email address
and we'll add your name to our pool to
win a $25 Starbucks giftcard! Subject line: STARBUCKS.
If you had a great RECO experience, tell your friends. We
love referrals!
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